Category

5 Year Aim

Objectives for 2014/15

Transport

Provide a safe route for
Investigate potential
pedestrians and cyclists travelling solutions and
from Bluntisham to Needingworth crossing/bypassing old
railway cutting.
(Also VP Project)

Steve (Frank)

Improve road safety measures in
the village to reduce the speed of
vehicles passing through and
moving around the village

Robin

Work with CCC to lower
speed limit on A1123 to
30mph
(Also VP Project)

Owner

Estimat Fundin Progress
ed
g In
Costs Place?
Initial progress includes land owners
consent to footpath once crops are
harvested.

Environment Improve the amenity value of the Organise Village Litter Pick Clerk/Jonathan Clarke
village
Improved accessibility and
visibility of footpath network

Publish a map of public and Clerk/Frank
permissive footpaths
(Also VP Project)

Sport & Play Improve facilities at the recreation Investigate cost and funding Richard/Geoff/Du
field
for providing tennis courts ncan
(VP Project)
Village Hall Improve facilities at the Village Install additional seating to Emily/HMC
Hall
north/rear aspect of hall.

Village Plan Survey shows significant
support for speed reduction. Information
needs pulling together to evidence support,
costs need to be identified and funding
case submitted. Deferred pending South
Ely by-pass decision.
Agreed to delay until March 2015 due to
hedge growth making it difficult to see
litter.
Clerk is to source updated footpath map
from CCC if available. Alternatively to
enlarge copy from the 2008 Village
Magazine.
7.7.14 – clerk received plan from CCC
although too small a scale, in contact with
GIS officer from HDC to try and get more
detailed footpath plans.
Initial talks with planning and finance
options for this large project.
Seating for hall deferred pending decision
on placement of Godfey benches.
Location of benches to be in the
Millennium Wood and near the Silver
Birch Trees.
7.7.14 Emily to chase and update at next
meeting

